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SENIOR GEOGRAPHY 
 
Stage 6: Years 11-12 Subject Overview 
 
Senior Geography covers both the physical environment and the human environment and how 
they interact with each other. Geography skills continue to be studied and fieldwork is mandatory 
throughout the course.  
 
Geography is worth considering as a subject because it allows a significant amount of student 
input into areas of study and also it is a complementary subject to Agriculture, Biology and Business 
Studies. For those looking to go on to university study, Physical Geography is part of the Science 
faculty at many universities; while Human Geography usually forms part of the faculty of 
architecture and planning. 
 
The Preliminary course has 2 main topics- Biophysical Interactions and Global Challenges. 
Biophysical Interactions- students investigate how the environment functions (fieldwork) and 
the human impacts on it.  
 
Global Challenges- students learn about world population- patterns, movements and issues 
(student choice). Development Geography investigates how levels of development vary across the 
world and the impact that has on access to food, water and education. Cultural Integration or 
Natural Resource Use are other topics that can be studied. 
 
Senior Geography Project is an individual fieldwork based research project.  
 

       
The HSC course has 3 topics- Ecosystems at Risk, Urban Places, People and Economic 
Activity. 
 
Ecosystems at Risk builds on the understanding from the Biophysical Interactions topic in the 
Preliminary course. It looks more closely at the management of a variety of ecosystems and then 
two case studies of global ecosystems at risk such as coral reefs and intertidal wetlands (fieldwork). 
 
Urban Places looks at World Cities such as London, New York and Tokyo and how they are 
centres of economic and cultural authority. We look at Mega Cities in the less developed world such 
as Lagos, Sao Paulo and Jakarta and the challenges of living in these cities and some of the 
responses to these challenges such as recycling waste water in Mumbai (student choice). Sydney is 
investigated as a large city (fieldwork) as is Honeysuckle in Newcastle as an example of urban 
renewal (fieldwork). 
 
The People and Economic Activity topic looks at Wine Production on the global scale, how it 
operates and some of the impacts of the activity globally. There is also a local case study of an 
individual enterprise, Lowe Wines (fieldwork).  
 
 


